Abstract -Novel plenoptic cameras sample the light field crossing the main camera lens. The information available in a plenoptic image must be processed, in order to create the depth map of the scene from a single camera shot. In this paper a novel algorithm, for the reconstruction of 3D point cloud of the scene from a single plenoptic image, taken with a consumer plenoptic camera, is proposed. Experimental analysis is conducted on several test images, and results are compared with state of the art methodologies. The results are very promising, as the quality of the 3D point cloud from plenoptic image, is comparable with the quality obtained with current non-plenoptic methodologies, that necessitate more than one image.
I. INTRODUCTION EPRESENTING the real world on a digital screen is a very important topic in the area of computer graphics. An accurate 3D reconstruction of a real scene is needed for several applications such as engineering, architecture, design, videogames, virtual reality, just to mention some.
A good 3D model of the scene is the main objective for successive processing such as rendering, 2D/3D view extraction, distance measurements.
A 3D model of a real object can be obtained in several ways. The method currently producing very accurate results is based on capturing a point cloud representation of the object.
Point clouds are usually obtained by means of high cost technologies such as the total station, the laser scanner, professional digital cameras.
Moreover, the quality of the data captured so far depends on complicated setup of the capturing environment, high complexity processing with user intervention.
An open research issue is to define novel methodologies to be used for the reconstruction of the 3D point cloud of a real object with low cost devices and low complexity algorithms.
Data captured by a plenoptic camera, thanks to the singular capturing technique, could bring to interesting applications in the field of 3D point cloud reconstruction.
Digital images captured by a plenoptic camera provide unique properties. A microlens matrix behind the camera digital sensor splits the light ray from the different directions. The sensor is able to sample this information that is called the light field of the scene.
The digital light field of the scene obtained so far can be subsequently processed by a software application. For example, it is possible to reconstruct 2D images at different focus points and it is possible to reconstruct the depth map of the scene.
The intrinsic properties of plenoptic images, such as the high number of light rays captured by the sensor allows the reconstruction of 2D images at different focus planes. Such focus planes are distributed from the far background to the near foreground. From these planes, it is possible to reconstruct the depth map using, for example, a Layer Depth Image (LDI) [1] of the scene to be used as a starting point for the 3D point cloud reconstruction of the captured scene. Fig. 1 shows two images obtained by post processing a single plenoptic image. In Fig. 1(a) the image has been reconstructed setting the focus in the foreground of the scene, while in Fig. 1(b) the focus is in the background of the scene. One of the main contributions of this work is the proposal of an algorithm for the reconstruction of a 3D point cloud from a single plenoptic image.
The paper is organized as follows. The related work is briefly summarized in Section II. plenoptic camera architecture is provided in Section III. The proposed algorithm is presented in Section IV. Section V discusses the obtained results. Section VI concludes the paper and suggests possible future developments of the work.
II. RELATED WORK The reconstruction of a 3D point cloud is an intermediate step of several application areas. There are several approaches available in literature addressing the problem with different methodologies. In this paper, the problem addressed is the exploration of plenoptic images as source information for the reconstruction of 3D point cloud, from a single image. Continuous development and advances in 3D computer graphics, makes possible a detailed reconstruction of 3D models of a real object.
In the framework of image processing, the reconstruction of 3D models from images is a very challenging research area. Structure-from-motion (SFM) and dense multi-view 3D reconstruction (DMVR) are some of the main promising methodologies for 3D reconstruction.
SFM makes use of a set of unordered images, depicting a scene from different viewpoints. The 3D point cloud of the scene is reconstructed combining the image information with the photo camera parameters (focal length, image size, exposure time, ISO sensitivity, etc.).
The quality of a 3D point cloud can be increased by using professional cameras [2] .
In the following sections, an open source software named VisualSFM [3] is used as a measurement tool in order to compare the proposed methodology with the image based rendering (IBR) [4] chosen as reference.
The methods discussed so far require a large number of images in order to reconstruct the 3D models of the objects.
Another approach is based on the reconstruction of the 3D model from a single image. Some of the proposed methods for the object reconstruction are [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Some of the methods require user interaction during all the process of 3D reconstruction [5] , [12] , [14] . In these cases, better results are obtained against a high number of user interventions.
Other methods impose constraints on the image type such as, for example, planarity and symmetry of the object to be modeled [7] [8] [9] , [11] , [12] .
In some cases, user intervention becomes fundamental for the generation of the object's primitives [5] , [14] . In other cases, it becomes necessary to manually draw the object silhouette before starting the 3D reconstruction process [6] , [10] , [13] . Differently from cited works, the method presented in this paper does not require object planarity or symmetry, and obtains appreciable results in non planar regions.
Another approach is based on the Epipolar Plane Images spatial direction. This method involves the use of two stereoscopic images of the same scene, so as to exploit the geometric differences for the reconstruction. This method is also used in [4] .
The reconstruction of the 3D object requires an accurate estimation of the scene depth. Methods exploiting 2D gradients of subsets of light field data [16] can provide good results. A recent evolution of scene depth estimation exploits a stereo multi-vision approach [17] where the scene depth is computed from the calibration of different images of the same scene.
(a) (b) Fig. 2 Files exported from the Lytro camera: (a) all-in focus TIFF image; (b) PNG depth map.
III. PLENOPTIC CAMERA
A plenoptic camera is a photo camera that makes use of an array of microlenses, for capturing the 4D information of the light field of a scene.
If we consider the light affecting a pixel in a conventional digital image, the information gathered from the pixel will not tell anything about how the light has arrived at the pixel position. The lack of information related to the direction of the light entering the camera, does not allow further image processing. Instead, a plenoptic system, not only captures the image projection onto the sensor in terms of light intensity, but even the light ray directions are stored.
The plenoptic camera has been theorized by Lipmann [18] . Nevertheless, adequate technologies and sufficient computational capacity, for developing a plenoptic camera, have become available only in recent years.
In 2005 Ng [19] , [20] developed a first consumer plenoptic camera, named Lytro [21] and commercialized it in 2006. Since then other companies started the development and selling of a different technology of plenoptic cameras. For example, the Raytrix [22] developed a camera defined 2.0 based on a microlens array capturing the information on three focal planes.
Other types of plenoptic cameras are available as consumer products or as testing devices in research centers. Nevertheless, the Lytro and the Raytrix are the main offthe-shelves products. Lytro and Raytrix cameras have different target applications. The first one is dedicated to consumer photography applications, while the second one is intended for research and industrial application. The applications that have given major prominence to plenoptic cameras are several. The main interests are related to the possibility of post processing digital refocusing [23] and the possibility to compute all-in-focus images from the plenoptic image [24] .
Refocusing a scene allows for changing the image plane to a different position with respect to the main image plane. This process implies to possibility to determine the scene depths and to generate the depth maps of the scene [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . Fig. 2 shows an example of image captured with a Lytro camera (Fig. 2(a) ) and the corresponding depth map (Fig. 2(b) ). Considering that raw plenoptic images are usually very large, another open issue is to explore data compression algorithms applied to plenoptic data [29] , [32] , [33] .
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM The input data for the proposed algorithm is originated by the Lytro cameras. The reconstruction of the 3D point cloud of the scene follows a sequential approach as the output of each processing block is the input for the following processing block.
Plenoptic data acquired from the plenoptic cameras are embedded with metadata providing additional information such as: shot date and time, exposition time, lens aperture, focal length and more.
Plenoptic cameras taken into consideration realize a preprocessing consisting in the computation of the depth map of the image. In particular the main inputs of the algorithm are an all-in focus image in TIFF format and a depth map of the scene in PNG format.
The proposed algorithm adopts a preprocessing step consisting in masking the subject of the image to be rendered. This step is accomplished by means of the image segmenter tool available from Matlab R2014b.
Mask creation is the only iteration required to the user. The steps of the proposed algorithm are: A. Processing the depth map; B. Edge detection; C. Image fusion; D. Object extraction; E. Point cloud generation. Fig. 3 shows an example of each plenoptic data processing step.
A. Processing the depth map
In the first step, the PNG depth map image (Fig. 3(b) ) is processed. The resolution of the depth map is 16 bit. The higher the number of depth levels, the better the quality of the final 3D reconstruction. Nevertheless, experimental tests have shown that only very few depth planes, six on average, are usually available. This step is composed by two sub-steps. At first, in order to better separate the depth planes, a histogram stretching process is applied to the image average filter is applied. The main purpose of this step is the reduction of the distance between adjacent depth layers
where 255  N , ij g is the image previously obtained and ij w is the average filter.
B. Edge detection
The second step consists in the contour extraction by the application of a Sobel filter in the TIFF image. Convolution takes place between the TIFF image ( Fig. 3(a) ) and the two Sobel masks, X M and Y M , defined as follows:
The convolution is related to the following equation:
The final image will be then obtained as follows:
where K is a normalized parameter for gradient levels, respect depth map levels. Final result is shown in Fig. 3(c) .
C. Image fusion
In the third step, the depth map, processed in the first step ( Fig. 3(b) ), and the edge image (Fig. 3(c) ) are fused together, combined by means of absolute difference operation, in the following way
where ij a and ij b are obtained from Equations (2) and (6).
Thanks to the extraction of the contours, it is possible to insert details of the depth map, as shown in (Fig. 3(d) ).
D. Object extraction
In the fourth step, image segmentation is obtained using the Matlab Image Segmenter. It should be observed that, in the depth map (Fig. 3(b) ), the object is not completely isolated with respect to the background. This problem can be overcome to some extent by manually masking the object with respect to the background. The user will manually define the object contour to be reconstructed. The resulting mask is shown in Fig. 3(e) .
Then, the output of the third step ( Fig. 3(d) ) and the output of the fourth step (Fig. 3(e) ) are summed together. The object is extracted by adding the image obtained from the third step and the object mask as follows:
where ij k is the mask obtained using the Matlab image segmenter. The extraction result is shown in (Fig. 3(f) ).
E. Point cloud generation
In the fifth step the depth of the points in the object to be reconstructed is computed. For each pixel at coordinates ) , ( y x a third information representing the depth of the pixel ( z ) is computed from the depth map of the scene. The 3D point cloud obtained so far is characterized by a high level of detail, more or less 2 points/cm 800 . The reason of this high level of detail is because in this method for each pixel a corresponding 3D point is generated in the model space.
Nevertheless, considering that the information is obtained from a single shot, the object is affected by perspective deformation. In order to reduce the perspective distortion error, a stereoscopic model system using two or more images taken from different views is needed. Consequently the problem of perspective deformation is currently under analysis and will be addressed in future research. The proposed method produces a 3D point cloud that can be further processed by modeling software.
V. RESULTS
This section presents experimental analysis and obtained results. A data set has been realized using a Lytro camera. The data set is composed by images with the following characteristics: TIFF image: 328 328 pixel, 24 bit; PNG image: 328 328 pixel, 16 bit. Fig. 4 shows some of the obtained results. Starting from the input images, the all-in focus image (Fig. 4, column (a) ) and the depth map (Fig. 4, column (b) ), this method is able to produce a cloud point in PLY format, shown in (Fig. 4,  column (c) ).
Then the cloud point is imported into modelling software. Open source software, named Meshlab [30] , has been used in order to process the model and produce the mesh and the texture. Later, in order to compare the proposed methodology with the image based rendering (IBR) methodology, open source software, named VisualSFM, has been chosen as a measurement tool. The same object has been modelled first with the plenoptic method from a single image, then with the IBR method using images taken from different points of view with a conventional camera, in order to evaluate the quality of the obtained results. This comparison is shown in (Fig. 5) . It can be seen that to obtain a model of the object with acceptable visual quality, at least four different views of the object are necessary.
On the contrary, with the presented method it is possible to have a clear and detailed representation of the object taken with the plenoptic camera from a single image, even if it is limited to the visible part. The same comparison is also presented in Table 1 , where the same models of Fig. 5 are represented in a numerical format. In computer graphics, the level of detail (LOD) [31] is a measure based on the number of vertexes or surfaces composing an object, because curved surfaces are better defined if composed by a high number of vertexes and surfaces. In general, the LOD is adopted in order to define the number of polygons providing a given quality of the 3D object model, depending on the distance between the object and the point of view.
The average reconstruction time is 5 minutes processing the data with Matlab and Meshlab, and using a 1.50 GHz, 4GB RAM personal computer. Table 1 shows that for a number of vertices that approximates those of the proposed method, the processing time is nearly doubled. Therefore, from the obtained results it can be seen that the proposed point cloud method generates a large number of vertices by processing a single image. It should be observed that for a conventional IBR method it is impossible to process the reconstruction from a single image and hence the IBR (1 shot) row is empty. This is possible thanks to the direct relation that exists between pixels and number of 2 points/cm . This relation is shown in Table 2 . The first column shows the resolution of the plenoptic image, the second column shows the size of 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm for 3D point cloud reconstruction from a single plenoptic image has been proposed in this paper. The process of 3D reconstruction of an object, from a single photo camera shot, has been developed exploiting the intrinsic characteristics of the plenoptic images. The algorithm requires little user intervention. The proposed method is able to model a portion of the entire object. The accuracy of the proposed method has been measured in terms of level of detail information. Future research will explore how to reconstruct entire objects, capturing the scene information with more plenoptic images while minimizing the number of images with respect to stereoscopic based methods.
